WILL THE PARTY EVER END?
QUICK REFERENCE / FIRST EDITION

I. SETUP

ID CARDS (1 Each)

1. Take a FACTION, and place the
matching ID CARD and LEADER. Place
your ID CARD in front of you.
2. Take one LEADER from each PLAYER,
and randomly deal them left to right to
create a PARTY TABLEAU.
3. The left-most half of the PARTY
TABLEAU are the BOLSHEVIK (majorty)
factions. The right-most half are the
MENSHEVIK (minority) factions.
4. Construct DECK from all POWER cards
with player number equal to or less than
number of players. Add the three
remaining LEADERS from each player.

LEADERS (4 Each)

POWER (6 Each)

5. Give each player ten SUPPORTER
tokens.
6. Repeat PLOTS until one player runs out
of SUPPORTERS.

Player
Count

NOTE: Capitalists have been known to play
this game with ﬁat currency. Party
commisars insist that gambling is
counter-revolutionary activity.

SAMPLE PARTY TABLEAU
BOLSHEVIK

NEUTRAL

MENSHEVIK

II. PLOTS

1. Each player must ante one SUPPORTER
on their LEADER in the PARTY TABLEAU.
If they have it, each player must pay one
SUPPORTER to the TREASURY (game
box).
2. Play ROUNDS and SECRETS, then
PAYOFF winners.
3. If any player has no SUPPORTERS, end
game. Otherwise, leave one LEADER from
each player in PARTY TABLEAU, then
collect, shufﬂe, and deal played cards.

III. ROUNDS
Run ﬁve ROUNDS:

1. All players simultaneously play one
face-down card from their hand. Shufﬂe
played cards.
2. Put one played card into SECRETS pile.
3. Reveal and resolve remaining played
cards, one at a time.
After the last ROUND, shufﬂe, reveal, and
resolve the SECRETS.

IV. RESOLVING CARDS
POWER

X X

POWER cards are played below the
PARTY TABLEAU. FISTS cancel out an
equal number of BOOTS, and vice versa.
Discard cancelled cards.

+

X

=

LEADER
LEADER cards are added to the matching
color’s stack in the PARTY TABLEAU.
If they have one, the owning player must
place one of their SUPPORTERS on the
stack.
Promote the stack left, ahead of any
stacks that have fewer leaders than the
stack that was just added to.

V. PAYOFFS
1. If ﬁsts outnumber boots,
MENSHEVIKS win. Otherwise
BOLSHEVIKS win.
2. Losers pay SUPPORTERS from
their stack in the PARTY TABLEAU
to the same ranked player amongst
the Winners.

+

BOLSHEVIKS
win from
MENSHEVIKS

=

MENSHEVIKS
win from
BOLSHEVIKS

VI. END GAME
1. The winning COALITION consists of at
most the top half (rounded down) players
that have more SUPPORTERS than the
remaining players. I.e. a player in the top
half that has SUPPORTERS equal to a
non-top-half player is NOT part of the
winning COALITION.
2. COALITION winners are ranked in
order of SUPPORTERS, with ties broken
by ranking in the PARTY TABLEAU.
3. SUPPORTER tokens in the TREASURY
are allocated evenly amongst the
winners, with the remainder allocated to
the highest ranking players in the
COALITION.

At the end of any PLOT where at least one
player has no more SUPPORTERS, the
game ends.

COLLAPSE
If NO players qualify to form a winning
COALITION, then the players with NO
supporters overthrow the people’s
republic and take power as winning
TRAITORS.
2. Winning TRAITORS are ranked in
reverse PARTY TABLEAU ranking.
3. ALL SUPPORTERS from all players are
allocated evenly amongst the winning
traitors, with any remainder allocated to
the highest ranking TRAITOR.

END GAME EXAMPLES
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VII. SAMPLE LAYOUT (5 players)
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1. It is the ﬁfth last ROUND of the second PLOT.
Each turn, ﬁve SUPPORTERS are anted to THE
STATE which currently has ten SUPPORTERS.
Each ROUND, THE STATE keeps a SECRET, and
currently has four, awaiting a ﬁfth this ROUND.
2. RED does not have a lot of SUPPORTERS left,
and will be looking to play BOOTS, and convince
others to play BOOTS.
3. If BOOTS win, RED could win two
SUPPORTERS from YELLOW in the current
PARTY TABLEAU.
4. RED has four SUPPORTERS committed
because four LEADERS have been revealed this
PLOT. He will lose these if FISTS win. He will
retrieve them if BOOTS win.

5. YELLOW knows there is at least one YELLOW
LEADER in the STATE SECRETS, as well as three
BOOTS, because he played them and they haven’t
yet been revealed. YELLOW is going to to play
another YELLOW LEADER in an effort to move left
to neutral or BOLSHEVIK because he believes
BOOTS will win.
6. PURPLE has eight SUPPORTERS, one more
than YELLOW or BLUE. She ﬁgures that one
SUPPORTER is an acceptable loss this PLOT, and
has been playing throwaway cards in an effort to
start with a strong hand next PLOT. She hopes
nobody plays a PURPLE LEADER as that would
increase her SUPPORTER commitment when
losing the PLOT is imminent.
7. BLUE knows that YELLOW will try to move
LEFT, so BLUE needs to commit more LEADERS
(and thus SUPPORTERS) to keep YELLOW from
moving left and pushing BLUE right to the
MENSHEVIKS.

